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Introduction 

This goal of this document is to present some general considerations about how to call the FEI21 
WebServices. 

In the different sections of this document, you will find: 

 Tutorials: some simple scenarios on how to make basic interactions with the FEI21 
WebServices. 

 Testing Tool: a presentation of the soapUI client, a utility for testing web services. 

 Workshop Demos: some more realistic examples demonstrating how to integrate the FEI21 
WebServices in an existing application, examples that were presented during a workshop 
given at the FEI on November 2011. 

1 Tutorials 

The tutorials are illustrating how to basically call the FEI21 WebServices through simple scenarios:  

 the first one is the registration of a horse of your National Federation (NF) for a given year and 
one or more disciplines 

 the second one is to get your NF’s results (either the results of the competitions that occurred in 
your country or the results of you competitors around the world) 

 the third one illustrates how to get information about the competitions from an event organized 
by another NF 

 the fourth one explains how to perform a search for a competitor by specifying some criteria 

 the fifth one is to get a list of horses associated to a given competitor 

Those tutorials show examples of code in both .NET C# and PHP. 

As a realistic client application is really specific to each NF (integration in your own IT System), we 
skip all what could depend on those specificities. Thus those tutorials are here to show how to call the 
FEI21 WebServices and do not show how to use the response obtained from those WebServices. 

Note that those tutorials are also available as complete solutions under the following folders: 

 WSdemoCsl: the Asp.net C# solution (start with Tutorial.cs file and “Tutorial” compilation flag) 

 WSdemoPHP: the PHP solution 

1.1 Horse Registration 

This first example shows how to register a horse given by its FEI ID for a given year and one or more 
disciplines. 

Let’s suppose the following scenario: 

- NF: let’s suppose that I am a Swiss (SUI) user. 
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- Horse FEI ID: let’s take a horse administrated by SUI: SUI07943 - AISCHA V CH (SUI). 

- Year: let’s suppose that we want to register this horse for 2011. 

- Discipline: let’s suppose that this horse will participate to Jumping competitions. Therefore, 
we want to register it in Jumping. 

To achieve this task, we will go through the following steps: 

- Authentication: login into the FEI21 WebServices system. 

- Get the horse record by its ID (“SUI07943”) to check that this is the correct horse. 

- Register the horse. 

1.1.1 Environment Variables 

Before being able to call the FEI21 WebServices, we must first set up environment variables such as 
the URL of the WebServices and valid credentials to access those WebServices: 

- For this example, we will use the Integration environment. According to the general 
documentation, FEI21 WebServices, section 2, the root URL is https://ifamily.fei.org. Thus, for 
example, the Horse WebService URL is https://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/HorseWS.asmx. 

- The user account we will use in this tutorial is 

o Username: SUI_WS 

o Password: SUI 

The generic accounts XXX_WS with XXX replaced by a NOC code are valid in both the 
Integration and Validation environments but, of course, not in Production. To get a user account 
valid for Production, please address a request to the FEI (see section 1.1 of FEI21 
WebServices). 

1.1.2 Authentication 

Before being able to get data from the FEI21 WebServices or to submit changes such as a horse 
registration, we have to authenticate ourselves to the WebServices server. To do that, we have to call 
the Authentication WebServices at the URL https://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/Authentication.asmx and 
call the “Login” method: 

PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/Authentication.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$loginResponse = $soapClient->Login( 

 array('username' => 'SUI_WS', 'password' => 'SUI') 

); 

 

$loginResult = $loginResponse->LoginResult; 

https://family.fei.org/HQ/IT/FEI_for_NFs/Documents/Web%20Services%20for%20NFs/FEI21%20WebServices.pdf
https://ifamily.fei.org/
https://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/HorseWS.asmx
https://family.fei.org/HQ/IT/FEI_for_NFs/Documents/Web%20Services%20for%20NFs/FEI21%20WebServices.pdf
https://family.fei.org/HQ/IT/FEI_for_NFs/Documents/Web%20Services%20for%20NFs/FEI21%20WebServices.pdf
https://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/Authentication.asmx
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print_r($loginResult); 

 

C# 

AuthenticationWS.Authentication authenticateWS  

 = new AuthenticationWS.Authentication(); 

 

authenticateWS.CookieContainer = new CookieContainer(); 

 

AuthenticationWS.LoginResult result = authenticateWS.Login("SUI_WS", "SUI"); 

 

Console.WriteLine(result.ErrorCode); 

 

Note that in C# we have used the Visual Studio tools to build proxies for the WebServices (click right 
on the “References” or “Web References” folder and choose “Add Web Reference…”). Note also that in 
C#, we have to associate a CookieContainer instance to the WebService otherwise it will not be 
possible to get the cookie after the call to the Login method. 

We must then analyze the content of the response: the result object contains a property “ErrorCode” 
that should be equal to “NoError”. Otherwise, that means that the login failed (other possible values 
are: “PasswordNotMatch” if the password is not correct and “NotInFormsAuthenticationMode” if the 
server application is not correctly configured). 

At his stage, if we received “NoError”, we are authenticated by the server.  

To be able to make further calls to methods from the FEI21 WebServices, we need to store the 
returned cookies: 

 

PHP 

$cookies = $soapClient->_cookies; 

 

C# 

CookieContainer cookies = authenticateWS.CookieContainer; 

 

1.1.3 Get Horse Record 

The next step is to get the Horse record by calling the getHorse() web method in the 
HorseWS.asmx WebService. The goal is to check that we are dealing with the correct horse record. 

For this call, we have to instantiate a SoapClient object for the HorseWS WebService and set the 
“__cookies” properties with the previously stored value. We also have to set the Soap Header as 
requested by the FEI21 WebServices (see section 3.2 of FEI21 WebServices). 

PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

https://family.fei.org/HQ/IT/FEI_for_NFs/Documents/Web%20Services%20for%20NFs/FEI21%20WebServices.pdf
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    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/HorseWS.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

 

$soapClient->__setSoapHeaders(new SoapHeader( 

  'http://fei.org/',  

  'AuthHeader',  

  array("UserName" => 'tutorial user', "Language" => 'en') 

)); 

 

$r = $soapClient->getHorse(array('HorseFEICode' => 'SUI07943')); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 

HorseWS.HorseWS horseWS = new HorseWS.HorseWS(); 

 

horseWS.CookieContainer = cookies; 

 

HorseWS.AuthHeader authHeader = new HorseWS.AuthHeader(); 

authHeader.UserName = "tutorial user"; 

authHeader.Language = "en"; 

 

horseWS.AuthHeaderValue = authHeader; 

 

HorseWS.Message[] messages; 

 

HorseWS.Horse horse = horseWS.getHorse("SUI07943", out messages); 

 

Of course, the result of this call should be presented to the end user in a better way (this is just a 
tutorial) and the user should then check that this is the correct horse. Another solution can be an 
automated comparison with the local data to check that this is the correct horse. 

A further step that could also be performed at this stage is to call getHorseRegistrationList() to get 
the current list of registrations for this horse. This way, we can decide whether the registration should 
be performed or not: if the horse is already registered, it is not necessary to try to register it (note 
although that this case is anyway handled by the registerHorse() method). 

 

PHP 

$r = $soapClient->getHorseRegistrationList(array('HorseFEICode' => 'SUI07943')); 

 

print_r($r); 
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C# 

HorseWS.HorseRegistration[] horseRegistrations  

    = horseWS.getHorseRegistrationList("SUI07943", out messages); 
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1.1.4 Register Horse 

Finally, the last step is to register the horse. To do that, we call registerHorse(): 

 

PHP 

$r = $soapClient->registerHorse(array('HorseFEICode' => 'SUI07943', 'Year' => 

'2011', 'DisciplineCodes' => array('S'))); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 

bool success = horseWS.registerHorse("SUI07943", 2011,  

new string[] {"S"}, out messages); 

 

1.2 Getting Results 

This second example shows how to get NF’s results. 

Let’s suppose the following scenario: 

- NF: let’s suppose that I am a Swiss (SUI) user. 

- Let suppose that I am interested in getting all jumping results for the riders competing for SUI 
during the month of December 2010. 

To achieve this task, we will go through the following steps: 

- Authentication: login into the FEI21 WebServices system. 

- Get the results. 

 

1.2.1 Environment Variables 

See section 1.1.1. 

1.2.2 Authentication 

See section 1.1.2. 

1.2.3 Get Results 

The main step consists then in calling the getNFResults() method with the parameters corresponding 
to our scenario: 
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PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/ResultWS.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

 

$soapClient->__setSoapHeaders(new SoapHeader( 

  'http://fei.org/',  

  'AuthHeader',  

  array("UserName" => 'tutorial user', "Language" => 'en') 

)); 

 

$r = $soapClient->getNFResults(array( 

'DisciplineCode' => 'S',  

'OrganizingNFCountryCode' => null, 

'AndOr' => 'Or',  

'CompetingForCountryCode' => 'SUI',  

'DateFrom' => '2010-12-01',  

'DateTo' => '2010-12-31' 

)); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 

ResultWS.ResultWS resultWS = new ResultWS.ResultWS(); 

 

resultWS.CookieContainer = cookies; 

 

ResultWS.AuthHeader authHeader = new ResultWS.AuthHeader(); 

authHeader.UserName = "tutorial user"; 

authHeader.Language = "en"; 

 

resultWS.AuthHeaderValue = authHeader; 

 

ResultWS.Message[] messages; 

 

ResultWS.NFResult[] results = resultWS.getNFResults("S", null,  

    ResultWS.LogicalOperator.Or, "SUI", 

    new DateTime(2010, 12, 1), new DateTime(2010, 12, 31), out messages); 

 

1.3 Getting Competitions by Event Code 

This third example shows how to get all the competitions declared for a particular event. 

Let’s suppose the following scenario: 

- NF: let’s suppose that I am a Swiss (SUI) user. 
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- Let suppose that I am interested in retrieving detailed information about each competition 
declared in the event having the following event code : NED076_10_D_S_01. 

To achieve this task, we will go through the following steps: 

- Authentication: login into the FEI21 WebServices system. 

- Get Competitions. 

 

1.3.1 Environment Variables 

See section 1.1.1. 

1.3.2 Authentication 

See section 1.1.2. 

1.3.3 Get Competitions 

The main step consists then in calling the getCompetititionsByEventCode() method with the 
parameter corresponding to our scenario, that is by passing the value NED076_10_D_S_01 in the 
parameter EventCode : 

 

PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/ResultWS.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

 

$soapClient->__setSoapHeaders 

( 

    new SoapHeader 

    ( 

        'http://fei.org/', 

        'AuthHeader', 

        array("UserName" => 'tutorial user', "Language" => 'en') 

    ) 

); 

 

$r = $soapClient->getCompetitionsByEventCode(array("EventCode" => 

'NED076_10_D_S_01')); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 
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ResultWS.ResultWS resultWS = new ResultWS.ResultWS(); 

 

resultWS.CookieContainer = cookies; 

 

ResultWS.AuthHeader authHeader = new ResultWS.AuthHeader(); 

authHeader.UserName = "tutorial user"; 

authHeader.Language = "en"; 

 

resultWS.AuthHeaderValue = authHeader; 

 

ResultWS.Message[] messages; 

 

ResultWS.Competition[] competitions = 

resultWS.getCompetitionsByEventCode("NED076_10_D_S_01", out messages); 

 

1.4 Searching for a Person 

This fourth example shows how to search for a person corresponding to a list of criteria. 

Let’s suppose the following scenario: 

- NF: let’s suppose that I am a Swiss (SUI) user. 

- Let suppose that I am interested in searching in the system if there is somebody 

o whose status is active,  

o whose name (family name, first name, nickname or maiden name) begins by Lieb 

o whose gender is Female 

o who is a registered competitor 

o which is registered for 2011 in the Jumping discipline. 

To achieve this task, we will go through the following steps: 

- Authentication: login into the FEI21 WebServices system. 

- Access the target web service. 

- Prepare the different criteria. 

- Perform the search. 

1.4.1 Environment Variables 

See section 1.1.1. 

1.4.2 Authentication 

See section 1.1.2. 
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1.4.3 Accessing Target Web Service 

At this step, we are accessing the web service named PersonWS.asmx through its proxy, 
transmitting the authentication cookies previously obtained and affecting the authentication header 
with the username of the user as declared in the client application. 

PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/PersonWS.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

 

$soapClient->__setSoapHeaders 

( 

    new SoapHeader 

    ( 

        'http://fei.org/', 

        'AuthHeader', 

        array("UserName" => 'tutorial user', "Language" => 'en') 

    ) 

); 

 

 

C# 

PersonWS.PersonWS personWS = new PersonWS.PersonWS(); 

 

personWS.CookieContainer = cookies; 

 

PersonWS.AuthHeader authHeader = new PersonWS.AuthHeader(); 

authHeader.UserName = "tutorial user"; 

authHeader.Language = "en"; 

 

personWS.AuthHeaderValue = authHeader; 

 

 

1.4.4 Preparing Criteria 

The following step consists in preparing an array (named conditions in the example) containing all 
the criteria that we want to apply. Just refer to the document FEI21 WebServices PersonWS for the 
complete list of available criteria. For each criterion provided in the array, we must supply a value. The 
list and description of available values are also described in the documentation. 

The sample criteria, i. e., someone 

o whose status is active,  

o whose name (family name, first name, nickname or maiden name) begins by Lieb 

https://family.fei.org/HQ/IT/FEI_for_NFs/Documents/Web%20Services%20for%20NFs/FEI21%20WebServices%20-%20PersonWS.pdf
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o whose gender is Female 

o who is a registered competitor 

o which is registered for 2011 in the Jumping discipline. 

are translated in the different programming languages as follow : 

 

PHP 

$conditions = array 

( 

    array('Field' => 'PersonStatus',    'Value' => '1'), 

    array('Field' => 'AnyName',         'Value' => 'Lieb'), 

    array('Field' => 'PersonGender',    'Value' => '2'), 

    array('Field' => 'Registration',    'Value' => '2'), 

    array('Field' => 'RegYear',         'Value' => '2011'), 

    array('Field' => 'RegDiscipline',   'Value' => 'S'), 

); 

 

 

C# 

PersonWS.SearchCriteria[] conditions = new PersonWS.SearchCriteria[] 

{ 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "PersonStatus", Value = "1"}, 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "AnyName", Value = "Lieb"}, 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "PersonGender", Value = "2"}, 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "Registration", Value = "2"}, 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "RegYear", Value = "2011"}, 

    new PersonWS.SearchCriteria(){Field = "RegDiscipline", Value = "S"}, 

}; 

 

 

1.4.5 Performing Search 

The final step consists of performing the search itself by passing the prepared array in the Conditions 
parameter of the method. 

PHP 

$r = $soapClient->searchForPersonAlt(array("Conditions" => $conditions)); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 

PersonWS.Message[] messages; 

 

PersonWS.Person[] persons = personWS.searchForPersonAlt(conditions, out messages); 
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1.5 Getting Horses of a Competitor 

This fifth example shows how to get a list of horses associated with a given competitor. 

Let’s suppose the following scenario: 

- NF: let’s suppose that I am a Swiss (SUI) user. 

- Let suppose that I am interested in searching the horses associated with the rider Christina 
Liebherr, whose FEI ID is 10000974. 

To achieve this task, we will go through the following steps: 

- Authentication: login into the FEI21 WebServices system. 

- Access the target web service. 

- Retrieving the horses. 

1.5.1 Environment Variables 

See section 1.1.1. 

1.5.2 Authentication 

See section 1.1.2. 

1.5.3 Accessing Target Web Service 

At this step, we are accessing the web service named EntrySystemWS.asmx through its proxy, 
transmitting the authentication cookies previously obtained and affecting the authentication header 
with the username of the final user as declared in the client application. 

PHP 

$soapClient = new SoapClient( 

    'http://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/FEI/EntrySystemWS.asmx?WSDL', 

    array( 

        'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

        'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

        'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

        'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

    ) 

); 

 

$soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

 

$soapClient->__setSoapHeaders 

( 

    new SoapHeader 

    ( 

        'http://fei.org/', 

        'AuthHeader', 

        array("UserName" => 'tutorial user', "Language" => 'en') 

    ) 

); 
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C# 

EntrySystemWS.EntrySystemWS entrySystemWS = new EntrySystemWS.EntrySystemWS(); 

 

entrySystemWS.CookieContainer = cookies; 

 

EntrySystemWS.AuthHeader authHeader = new EntrySystemWS.AuthHeader(); 

authHeader.UserName = "tutorial user"; 

authHeader.Language = "en"; 

 

entrySystemWS.AuthHeaderValue = authHeader; 

 

EntrySystemWS.Message[] messages; 

 

 

1.5.4 Getting Horses 

The final step consists of retrieving the horses by calling the web method with the FEI ID of the 
competitor given through the PersonFEIID parameter. 

PHP 

$r = $soapClient->getCompetitorHorses(array('PersonFEIID' => 10000974)); 

 

print_r($r); 

 

C# 

EntrySystemWS.Message[] messages; 

 

EntrySystemWS.Horse[] horses = entrySystemWS.getCompetitorHorses(10000974, out 

messages); 

 

2 Testing Tool 

The preceding scenarios are demonstrating how to connect to and interact with the FEI21 
WebServices by using C# or PHP code. If you are developing your client application in another 
language or if you encounter some troubles with one of FEI21 WebServices methods, we recommend 
you to use the following Web Service Testing Tool: soapUI. Before and during the development of 
your client application, this tool will help you: 

 to discover the methods exposed by a web service 

 to learn about their signatures 

 to test them by passing different parameter values 

 to simulate complete scenarios against one or more web services 

As soapUI is another Web Service client than the one integrated your application solution, it will help 
you to diagnose if the problem is due the Soap client itself or due to a misuse of the web methods 
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(wrong parameters, wrong values). It will display “low levels” messages helping you to identify the 
origin of problems. 

soapUI is available at the following address: http://www.soapui.org/ 

It is available in two versions: 

 soapUI : the basic edition 

o it containing most of the useful features 

o it is free and open source 

o download : http://sourceforge.net/projects/soapui/files/ 

 soapUI Pro : the enterprise edition 

o the major improvements are a tabbed desktop, an outline and a form representation 
of the request and response and the possibility to perform huge tests using some data 
sources 

o the license is about $350 per user and per year 

o download : http://www.eviware.com/Download-soapUI/download-soapui-pro.html 

 

Start with the basic edition or check for the 14 days evaluation trial version of the enterprise edition. 

http://www.soapui.org/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/soapui/files/
http://www.eviware.com/Download-soapUI/download-soapui-pro.html
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Here under a screen shot of the soapUI (free edition): 

 

 

The left side is a treeview representing the workspace and all the objects defined in this workspace. 

The right side represents detail of a selected object (here the “Get Horse” Soap Request/Response, 
both represented in the XML format). 

 

 

Please refer to the official documentation for more explanations on how to create a soapUI project : 

http://www.soapui.org/Getting-Started/your-first-soapui-project.html 

 

http://www.soapui.org/Getting-Started/your-first-soapui-project.html
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For the tutorial contained in this document, you would typically obtain the following treeview 
hierarchy: 

 

 

 

To create the different objects, make an intensive use of the right-click on a parent object to add the 
child objects. 

After creating a workspace and a project, and adding the different proxies to the project (via Add 
WSDL), the most important is that you create a test suite containing a test case which allows you to 
defined different steps (SOAP requests/responses), so that you can run all of them in a single 
sequence (scenario). 

This is very important because you have first to do a call to the Login method of the Authentication 
web service before using any of the other web services (HorseWS, PersonWS, ResultWS). At the end 
of the Authentication process, if the credentials are correct, an authentication cookie is emitted and 
transmitted to the client, authentication cookie that the client must resend at each successive web 
method call. Otherwise, you will receive a CriticalException with the following message:  

Please first connect to the WebService with an authorized user. 
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For example, double click on the test case “Scenario 1” and press the run icon ( ) to launch the 
execution of the complete sequence. 

 

 

Due to the authentication cookie that must be retransmitted at each step, make sure that the HTTP 
session is maintained between the different SOAP requests. 

 

To do that, press the “Set options” icon ( ) in the test case “Scenario 1” window and verify that 
the checkbox Maintain HTTP session is ticked. 
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Finally, don’t forget to transmit the “End User Name” and the language in the soap header of the 
request: 

 

   <soap:Header> 

      <fei:AuthHeader><!--Optional:--> 

         <fei:UserName>tutorial user</fei:UserName> 

         <!--Optional:--> 

         <fei:Language>en</fei:Language> 

         <!--Optional:--> 

      </fei:AuthHeader> 

   </soap:Header> 

 

3 Workshop Demos 

Some more realistic examples have been presented to the National Federations during a workshop 
given at the FEI on November 2011. There are: 

 An Asp.net C# demo (presented by Sylvain Wolf, CAI) 

 A PHP demo (presented by Antony Zanetti, HYLIOSOFT) 

Here under, you will find the key elements on these demonstrations. 

3.1 C# demo 

Note that the complete Asp.net C# solution is available in the Demo_FEI_WS folder. 

3.1.1 Scenario 

We have a local (NF) database (and application) to manage horses. 

It is currently not connected to FEI database but it contains data about FEI registrations (for 
international level horses only). 

This demonstration shows how to modify the application to synchronize local data with FEI data. 

The horse records presented and used in this demonstration are supposed to be international level 
horses (it means that they have to be recorded and registered at FEI). 

The main idea is to register directly the horses into the FEI database from the local application and to 
do that when the user modifies or renew the horse registration. 

We will make the hypothesis that if we can find only one horse record which matches the current 
name and the birth date of the local record then we assume that this is the correct horse record. 
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3.1.2 Solution Items 

The major items you will find in the Demo_FEI_WS solution are: 

 Horses.accdb: an Access Database simulating the NF local database 

 Default.aspx: a web page simulating the listing/searching of horses in the local application. 

 
 

 Detail.aspx: a web page simulating the detail/edition of a single horse in the local application. 
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 Web References: a folder containing the proxies definition and classes to the Authentication 
and Horse web services 

 NFHorse.cs: a class defining a Horse business object such as an NF could implement to 
describe a horse entity and its attributes inside the NF application. 

 FEI_NF_WS.cs: a class containing helping methods to encapsulate and centralized the tasks 
related to the preparation and the interactions with the FEI web services. 

 

3.1.3 Synchronization Principles 

For international level horses, the NF database and the FEI database may store each a different 
version of the same horse i.e. that for some of fields they share in common, the two systems may 
have divergent values. In that case, many synchronization scenarios can be imagined to reconcile the 
information stored in each system, such as merging the records through a specific screen. 

In this demonstration, we have chosen a simpler scenario, where the NF is fully trusting the 
information stored in the FEI database when the first synchronization of a horse record is done. For 
the successive synchronizations that may occur, we are considering that the NF application is holding 
the more accurate information about the horse and that it fully overwrites the record stored in the FEI 
database. The purpose is just to illustrate how basic interactions between the two systems may be 
implemented. 

To perform the automatic matching between an NF horse record and a FEI horse record, we are 
making the following assumptions: 

1. If the FEI IDs of the two records are the same, it’s about the same horse. 

2. Otherwise, we are trying to find in the FEI database if there is a single/unique horse having the 
same current name and birth date than the NF record. 

In any others cases, the user will have to identify manually the two corresponding horses in the two 
systems and adjust the FEI ID of the NF Record in the NF application. If the horse does not already 
exist in the FEI database, the user will have to simply press on the “Register Horse at FEI” button to 
transmit the NF stored information to the FEI system and add a new record in the FEI database. 
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3.1.4 Saving Process 

When a user is clicking on the “Save Changes” button in the NF application, the synchronization with 
the FEI database may be integrated as follow: 

C#: 

        private void Save() 
        { 
            NFHorse nfHorse = GetCurrentNFHorse(); 
 
            // Save locally 
            SaveForm(); 
             
            //Synchronize from or to FEI 
            if (nfHorse.FEILastSynchronizationDate == null) 
            { 
                // Horse has never been synchronized with FEI DB 
 
                // Get Horse from FEI 
                NFHorse feiHorse = FindFEIHorse(nfHorse); 
 
                if (feiHorse != null) 
                { 
                    // Synchronize from FEI 
                    SynchronizeHorseFromFEI(feiHorse); 
                } 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                // Horse is already linked to FEI DB 
 
                // Synchronize to FEI 
                SynchronizeHorseToFEI(nfHorse); 
            } 
        } 

 

At the first step, the NF record is saved in the NF local database, as usually, with the SaveForm 
method (so that, if a failure occurs with the FEI web services, the user work is not lost). 

Then, we have to determine if the horse has already been synchronized once with the FEI database. 

To do so, the NF horse record must have a complementary field to store the date of the last 
synchronization with the FEI system (FEILastSynchronizationDate).  

If this field is null, the NF record has never been synchronized with the FEI database. 

In this case, we have to find in the FEI database if there is a matching record. This is done with the 
FindFEIHorse method, later described in this document. This method will call the FEI web services 
and return a single horse, when the matching is successful. Because this is the first time the record is 
synchronized, the NF application must update its own data with those retrieved from the FEI. This is 
done with the SynchronizeHorseFromFEI method, but only if a FEI matching record is found.  

 

If this is not the first time that the record is synchronized, i.e. the FEILastSynchronizationDate has 
a value, then we are synchronizing the horse data in the reverse direction: we are pushing information 
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from the NF application to the FEI system, because the NF application is supposed to contain the more 
accurate data. This is done with the SynchronizeHorseToFEI method. 

3.1.5 Matching Process 

This is the implementation of the FindFEIHorse method. 

C#: 

        private NFHorse FindFEIHorse(NFHorse nfHorse) 
        { 
            HorseWSProxy.Message[] messages; 
 
            // First Try to get it by its FEIID 
            NFHorse feiHorse = new FEI_NF_WS().GetHorse(nfHorse.FEIID, out messages); 
 
            // Horse not found, try to find it by search 
            if (feiHorse == null) 
            { 
                // Search for a Horse by name and birth date 
                NFHorse[] horses = new FEI_NF_WS().SearchForHorse(nfHorse.CurrentName, out messages); 
 
                if (horses != null) 
                { 
                    bool found = false; 
 
                    foreach (NFHorse horse in horses) 
                    { 
                        if (nfHorse.CurrentName == horse.CurrentName 
                            && nfHorse.DateBirth == horse.DateBirth) 
                        { 
                            if (!found) 
                            { 
                                // Assume this is the FEI horse 
                                feiHorse = horse; 
                                found = true; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                // More than one record found. 
                                DisplayErrorMessages("More than one record found."); 
                                return null; 
                            } 
                        } 
                    } 
 
                    if (!found) 
                    { 
                        // No match in the search results. 
                        DisplayErrorMessages("No match in the search results."); 
                        return null; 
                    } 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    // No horse found by name and birth date. 
                    DisplayErrorMessages("No horse found by name and birth date."); 
                    return null; 
                } 
            } 
 
            return feiHorse; 
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        } 

 

The main purpose of this method is, from the NF horse record given in parameter, to find if there is a 
matching FEI horse record in the FEI database by calling the web service. 

First, we try to retrieve a horse with the same FEI ID, using the FEI_NF_WS.GetHorse method. If it 
is not conclusive, then we are calling the FEI_NF_WS.SearchForHorse method to get a reduced list 
of potential matching records. This list contains FEI horses having the same name as the NF record. 
We are post-processing this list to ensure that only horses with the same current name and the same 
birth date are considered. If more than one horse met the criteria, we are considering that the 
matching was not possible and therefore we don’t return any FEI record. 

Note that the FEI_NF_WS class is defining the encapsulation methods for the each grain coarse 
interaction with the FEI21 WebServices. For sample, the FEI_NF_WS.GetHorse method performs 
the following steps: 

 It prepares the Horse web service proxy (it ensures the user is authenticated) 

 It gets the detail data of the horse  (such as birth name, color or gender) 

 It gets the owner data of the horse (such as name, owning date and address) 

 It gets all the past and current registrations (license fee for a year and for a discipline) of the 
horse 

 It combines all the retrieved data into a well-formed NF horse record. 

 

C# 

internal NFHorse GetHorse(string FEIID, out HorseWSProxy.Message[] messages) 
{ 
    HorseWSProxy.HorseWS horseWS = PrepareHorseWSProxy(); 
 
    HorseWSProxy.Horse horse = horseWS.getHorse(FEIID, out messages); 
 
    if (horse == null) 
        return null; 
    else 
    { 
        HorseWSProxy.HorseRegistration[] horseRegistrations =  
            horseWS.getHorseRegistrationList(FEIID, out messages); 
 
        HorseWSProxy.HorseOwner horseOwner =  
            horseWS.getHorseOwner(FEIID, out messages); 
                 
        return new NFHorse(horse, horseRegistrations, horseOwner); 
    } 
} 

 

In this sample, we can see 3 effective calls to the Horse WebService: the getHorse, 
getHorseRegistrationList and getHorseOwner methods. 
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3.1.6 Authentication Process 

For each major interaction with the Horse web service, we have to verify that the NF application (its 
generic applicative user to access the FEI web services) is well authenticated and ensure the targeted 
web service is well configured. For example, in the FEI_NF_WS.GetHorse method, this is done at 
first step with the FEI_NF_WS.PrepareHorseWSProxy method. 

C# 

private HorseWSProxy.HorseWS PrepareHorseWSProxy() 
{ 
    System.Net.CookieContainer cookieContainer =  
        HttpContext.Current.Session["authenticationCookiContainer"] as System.Net.CookieContainer; 
 
    if (cookieContainer == null) 
    { 
        if (!Login(out cookieContainer)) 
            throw new Exception("Could not log in"); 
    } 
 
    HorseWSProxy.HorseWS horseWS = new HorseWSProxy.HorseWS(); 
 
    horseWS.AuthHeaderValue = new HorseWSProxy.AuthHeader(); 
    horseWS.AuthHeaderValue.UserName =  
        HttpContext.Current.User.Identity.IsAuthenticated ?  
            HttpContext.Current.User.Identity.Name : "Anonymous"; 
    horseWS.AuthHeaderValue.Language = "en"; 
 
    horseWS.CookieContainer = cookieContainer; 
 
    return horseWS; 
} 

 

First, we are checking if the NF application has already obtained some authentication tickets with its 
generic applicative user. Those tickets habitually reside in one or more authentication cookies. The NF 
application must have kept those cookies for a while, what is generally done by storing them in the 
user applicative session. In fact we are storing the cookies container object, which allows us to be 
agnostic of the number and names of the tickets and cookies.  

So, we are just verifying that the cookies container is still present in the session, under the specific key 
authenticationCookiContainer. 

If the authentication cookies container is not found, we have first to perform a login to the 
authentication web service. This is done in the FEI_NF_WS.Login method, described later in this 
document. 

After this step, we are sure that the NF application possesses the cookie container having the required 
cookies and tickets that tell that the generic applicative user is logged and is identifiable for the 
successive calls to the FEI web services. 

Before making calls to the specific web service, like the Horse web service, we have just to pass the 
cookie container to the web service proxy, and configure it by passing the username and preferred 
language of the connected user (the final specific user). 
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3.1.7 Login Process 

When the NF application is not already authenticated to the FEI web service, we have first to perform 
a call to the Login method of the authentication web service. This is done in the FEI_NF_WS.Login 
method. 

It consists to instantiate the proxy of the authentication web service and provide the credentials 
(generic applicative username and password) at the call of the web service method. 

At the end of the process, if the credentials are valid, the cookie container object of the proxy contains 
the cookies and tickets that identify the NF application to the FEI system. 

 

C# 

internal bool Login(out System.Net.CookieContainer cookieContainer) 
{ 
    AuthenticationWSProxy.Authentication authenticationWS =  
        new AuthenticationWSProxy.Authentication(); 
 
    authenticationWS.CookieContainer = new System.Net.CookieContainer(); 
 
    AuthenticationWSProxy.LoginResult result = authenticationWS.Login("FRA_WS", "FRA"); 
 
    if (result.ErrorCode == AuthenticationWSProxy.LoginErrorCode.NoError) 
    { 
        HttpContext.Current.Session.Add("authenticationCookiContainer", 
            authenticationWS.CookieContainer); 
 
        cookieContainer = authenticationWS.CookieContainer; 
        return true; 
    } 
 
    cookieContainer = null; 
    return false; 
} 

 

3.1.8 Adding Process 

When a user of the NF application has clearly identified that a NF horse has no matching records in 
the FEI database, i.e. the horse is missing in the FEI system, he can press on the “Register Horse at 
FEI” button. 

 

C# 

private void RegisterHorseAtFEI() 
{ 
    HorseWSProxy.Message[] messages; 
 
    // First Save any changes (this will also synchronize the data from FEI) 
    Save(); 
 
    // Get the current NF Horse data 
    NFHorse nfHorse = GetCurrentNFHorse(); 
 
    if (nfHorse.FEILastSynchronizationDate == null) 
    { 
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        // Horse has not been found after synchronization with FEI. We have to create it 
        NFHorse feiHorse = AddHorseToFEI(nfHorse, out messages); 
 
        if (messages.Length > 0) 
            DisplayErrorMessages(messages); 
 
        if (feiHorse == null) 
        { 
            // Horse has not been registered to FEI. 
            DisplayErrorMessages("Horse has not been registered to FEI."); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            // Horse has been registered to FEI. 
            DisplayOKMessages("Horse has been registered to FEI."); 
 
            // Synchronize from FEI 
            SynchronizeHorseFromFEI(feiHorse); 
        } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        // Horse already registered at FEI. 
        DisplayOKMessages("This horse is already registered at FEI."); 
    } 
} 

 

Similarly to the Saving process, we are first saving the NF horse record locally if the user has 
meanwhile made any changes. We are also ensuring that the horse has not already been synchronized 
with the FEI system by inspecting the FEILastSynchronisationDate. Then we are making the call 
to the FEI_NF_WS.AddHorse method to add the horse in the FEI system. 

 

        internal NFHorse AddHorse(NFHorse nfHorse, out HorseWSProxy.Message[] messages) 
        { 
            HorseWSProxy.HorseWS horseWS = PrepareHorseWSProxy(); 
 
            HorseWSProxy.HorseNew feiHorse = new HorseWSProxy.HorseNew(); 
            HorseWSProxy.HorseDuplicate[] duplicates; 
            string ticket; 
 
            feiHorse.CurrentName = nfHorse.CurrentName; 
            feiHorse.DateBirth = nfHorse.DateBirth.Value; 
            feiHorse.ColorCode = nfHorse.ColorCode; 
            feiHorse.ColorComplement = nfHorse.ColorComplement; 
            feiHorse.NatPassport = nfHorse.NatPassport; 
            feiHorse.HorseSireName = nfHorse.HorseSireName; 
            feiHorse.HorseDamName = nfHorse.HorseDamName; 
 
            feiHorse.BirthName = nfHorse.BirthName; 
            feiHorse.GenderCode = nfHorse.GenderCode; 
            feiHorse.IsActive = nfHorse.IsActive; 
            feiHorse.IsPony = nfHorse.IsPony; 
            feiHorse.CastratedId = nfHorse.CastratedId; 
            feiHorse.FEICodeType = nfHorse.FEICodeType; 
            feiHorse.IssuingNFCode = nfHorse.IssuingNFCode; 
            feiHorse.OwnerName = nfHorse.OwnerName; 
            if (nfHorse.OwnerSinceDate.HasValue) 
                feiHorse.OwnerDateFrom = nfHorse.OwnerSinceDate.Value; 
            feiHorse.OwnerAddress1 = nfHorse.OwnerAddress1; 
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            feiHorse.OwnerAddress2 = nfHorse.OwnerAddress2; 
            feiHorse.OwnerAddress3 = nfHorse.OwnerAddress3; 
            feiHorse.OwnerZip = nfHorse.OwnerZip; 
            feiHorse.OwnerCity = nfHorse.OwnerCity; 
            feiHorse.OwnerNationalityCode = nfHorse.OwnerNationalityCode; 
            feiHorse.OwnerCountryCode = nfHorse.OwnerCountry; 
 
            horseWS.addHorse(ref feiHorse, out messages, out duplicates, out ticket); 
 
            if (feiHorse != null) 
            { 
                return new NFHorse(feiHorse); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return null; 
            } 
        } 

 

This method prepares the arguments and calls the effective addHorse proxy method. It consists of 
instantiating a new FEI horse record, copying the detail and owner data from the NF record, calling 
the web method and getting the return value. As the horse is newly created in the FEI database, the 
FEI system generates and assigns a new FEI ID to it. That’s why the NF application must imperatively 
perform a SynchronizeHorseFromFEI operation. 

C# 

private void SynchronizeHorseFromFEI(NFHorse feiHorse) 
{ 
    if (feiHorse == null) 
        return; 
 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtCurrentName", feiHorse.CurrentName); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtBirthName", feiHorse.BirthName); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtDateOfBirth", feiHorse.DateBirth.HasValue ?  
        feiHorse.DateBirth.Value.ToString("d") : String.Empty); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtColor", feiHorse.ColorCode); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtSire", feiHorse.HorseSireName); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtDam", feiHorse.HorseDamName); 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtFEIID", feiHorse.FEIID); 
 
    if (feiHorse.OwnerIsSet) 
    { 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerName", feiHorse.OwnerName); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerSinceDate", feiHorse.OwnerSinceDate.HasValue ? 
            feiHorse.OwnerSinceDate.Value.ToString("d") : String.Empty); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerAddress1", feiHorse.OwnerAddress1); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerAddress2", feiHorse.OwnerAddress2); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerAddress3", feiHorse.OwnerAddress3); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerZip", feiHorse.OwnerZip); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerCity", feiHorse.OwnerCity); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerNat", feiHorse.OwnerNationalityCode); 
        UpdateTextBoxControl("txtOwnerCountry", feiHorse.OwnerCountry); 
    } 
 
    // Set synchronization date to Now 
    UpdateTextBoxControl("txtSynchroDate", DateTime.Now.ToString("G")); 
 
    SaveForm(); 
 
    if (feiHorse.Registrations != null && feiHorse.Registrations.Length > 0) 
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    { 
        DeleteHorseRegistrations(); 
        InsertHorseRegistrations(feiHorse); 
    } 
 
} 

 

This methods copies all the horse data (detail, owner and annual registrations) coming from the FEI 
web service into the local NF record, assign a last synchronization date to it and save this information 
to the NF local database. 

So, we are sure that we are not duplicating the horse information in the FEI database, because the 
horse is truly identifiable by the FEI system, grace to the FEI ID. 

3.1.9 Registration Process 

To register a horse (payment agreement for the horse license fee for a year and a discipline), or to 
renew the horse registration, the user has to click on the “Renew Horse Registration” button.  

Of course, this can be done only if the NF horse has been previously synchronized with the FEI 
database. That’s why the method RenewRegistrationHorseAtFEI verifies first that the last 
synchronization date is not empty.  

C# 

private void RenewRegistrationHorseAtFEI() 
{ 
    // First Save any changes (this will also synchronize the data from FEI) 
    Save(); 
 
    // Get the current NF Horse data 
    NFHorse nfHorse = GetCurrentNFHorse(); 
 
    if (nfHorse.FEILastSynchronizationDate == null) 
    { 
        // Horse has not been found after synchronization with FEI. It cannot be registered at FEI. 
        DisplayErrorMessages("Horse has not been found after synchronization with FEI. " + 
            "It cannot be registered at FEI."); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        HorseWSProxy.Message[] messages; 
 
        // Data has been synchronized. Now renew its registration 
        if (RenewHorseRegistrationAtFEI(nfHorse.FEIID, 2011, "S", out messages)) 
        { 
            // Resynchronize data 
            SynchronizeHorseFromFEI(FindFEIHorse(nfHorse)); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            // Something went wrong during registration.  
            DisplayErrorMessages("Something went wrong during registration."); 
            if (messages.Length > 0) 
                DisplayErrorMessages(messages); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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It then performs the web service call to the registerHorse method (through a call of the 
FEI_NF_WS.RenewRegistration method).  

Finally, it synchronizes the local NF record to adjust the registrations displayed on the screen with the 
newly added registration. This is performed in the SynchronizeHorseFromFEI method, as described 
previously in this document. 

3.1.10 Remarks 

In this demonstration, it is not presented how the NF application must respond when warning and 
errors occur when calling the FEI web services method. Of course, the NF application must trap, 
handle or display such warning and errors so that the user knows the trouble and that the NF 
database and the FEI database are maintained as synchronized and accurate as possible. 

3.2 PHP demo 

Note that the complete PHP solution is available in the demows.fei.org folder. 

3.2.1 Scenario 

We have a local NF application (and database) containing horses that need to be registered to the FEI 
system (application, web services and database). The horses are supposed to be international level 
horses. We are making the assumption that we are only interested in registering horses in the 
Jumping discipline and for the current year. The NF PHP application will proceed to the registration to 
the FEI system by using the FEI web services. There are: 

 Some horses that are already registered for the current year 

 Some horses that are not registered for the current year, but already registered in the past 

 Some horses that have never been registered at all 

This demonstration will show you how to implement the PHP interactions with the FEI web services to 
basically handle each of the preceding case. All horses are supposed to be already saved in the NF 
database. Note that the preceding C# demo illustrates a different and deeper way to integrate the FEI 
web services in a NF application and it may be wise to take a look at it. 

3.2.2 Solution Items 

The major items you will find in the demows.fei.org solution are: 

 create.sql: a script to create a MySQL database containing only a HORSE table (basic 
simulation of the NF database). 

 data.sql: a script to initialize the data of the HORSE table. 

 demo-ws.php: a helper script containing all the utility functions, encapsulating the interactions 
with the NF database and the FEI Web Service (through the default PHP Soap Client) and 
implementing the workshop scenarios. 

 index.php: a web page presenting the list of the horses, with buttons to operate actions on 
each horse. 
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 actions.php: a helper script implementing the different possible actions on a horse. 

 debug.php: a debugging web page, which displays the information actually stored in the FEI 
system about a horse and its registrations. 

 

3.2.3 General Principles 

In this demonstration, we are considering that when a horse has no FEI ID in the NF application 
(FEI_ID column is null in the HORSE table), it has never been registered in the FEI system, meaning 
that no horse detail information is stored in the FEI database (no name, no gender, no breed, etc…) 
and that the horse is not registered in any discipline. So, when registering a horse for the first time, 
we have first to add all its detail information in the FEI system before performing the registration 
itself. 

But the NF application is not the only system that can add/create horses in the FEI system. Other NF 
applications and the FEI application itself may have already recorded information about the horse in 
the FEI database. That’s why the NF application must first verify that no similar horse is already 
present in the FEI system to avoid the creation of unwanted duplicate entries. This verification is 
illustrated in the matching process, where the current NF horse record is compared to the records of 
the FEI database. 

If the horse is already present in the FEI system (FEI_ID column is not null in the NF application), it 
may be appropriate to refresh the NF local data, because this time the FEI system is supposed to 
contain the more accurate information about the horse. In other terms, the FEI database is considered 
as the “master referential” of the horse data, whereas the NF database is only a “slave referrer” in the 
synchronization process. That’s what is especially done when the user tries to perform a renewal of 
the registration for a horse: before performing the registration in the FEI database, the local NF 
application updates its own information by querying the FEI web services to retrieve the latest 
information. This is the synchronization process. 

Of course, the FEI system is secured so that not everybody can perform any of the operations 
available on the FEI web services, such as synchronizations, registrations and renewals. That’s why, 
the NF application has to provide its credentials at login time and also provide the data 
authenticating the final NF application user performing the action. 
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3.2.4 Login Process 

This is the first step to perform any operation with the FEI webservices. The local NF application will 
provide its credentials so that the FEI system recognizes that the NF application is allowed to perform 
the desired actions. 

 

First, the base url of the FEI web services and credentials are defined globally in the demo-ws.php, 
so that they can be reused in locations: 

// Credentials for WS Auth 

define('WS_BASE_URL', 'https://ifamily.fei.org/_vti_bin/'); 

define('WS_USERNAME', 'FRA_WS'); 

define('WS_PASSWORD', 'FRA'); 

 

Then, those global parameters are used to access the Authentication.asmx web service and make a 
call to its Login method with the username and password parameter. 

/** 

 * Authentication WS 

 */ 

function auth_ws(&$cookies) { 

    $soapClient = new SoapClient( 

        WS_BASE_URL . 'Authentication.asmx?WSDL', 

        array( 

            'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

            'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

            'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

            'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

        ) 

    ); 

    $loginResponse = $soapClient->Login(array('username' => WS_USERNAME, 'password' 

=> WS_PASSWORD)); 

    $loginResult = $loginResponse->LoginResult; 

    $cookies = $soapClient->_cookies; 

} 

At the end of the Login request, the NF application receives a response from the FEI web services. 
The response contains the result of the Login operation (success, or otherwise a message indicating 
that the credentials are wrong). In case of success, the soap client will obtain also some 
authentication cookies that identify the NF application to the FEI system. These cookies must 
absolutely be provided in the successive calls to the web services, so that the FEI system can 
recognize that the NF application is already logged and determine if the NF application is allowed to 
perform the desired action.  

As this Login process must be executed at the beginning of each session with the FEI web services, 
this has been centralized in the auth_ws function. Note that the cookies are returned from this 
function, for the reasons mentioned above. 

3.2.5 Authentication Process 

Now, that the NF application is logged, it must access a specific FEI web service, such as the 
HorseWS.asmx web service to perform some desired operations on the horses, like synchronizations 
or registrations. 
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For each web service used, the NF application has to provide the identification cookies mentioned 
above and also provided the authentication data that identifies the final NF application user to the FEI 
system. 

First, a new SoapClient is instantiated with the url of the specific web service (HorseWS.asmx). 

Then, the cookies obtained from the previous call to the authentication web service are transmitted as 
input to the SoapClient, so that it can resend the cookies to the Horse web service in the successive 
calls. This allows the FEI web services to identify the logged user, which is necessary to verify later its 
authorizations (actions that the user is allowed to do). 

/** 

 * Horse WS 

 */ 

function horse_ws($cookies) { 

    $cookies = null; 

 

    try { 

        auth_ws($cookies); 

 

        $soapClient = new SoapClient( 

            WS_BASE_URL . 'FEI/HorseWS.asmx?WSDL', 

            array( 

                'soap_version' => SOAP_1_2, 

                'style'      => SOAP_DOCUMENT, 

                'use'        => SOAP_LITERAL, 

                'features'   => SOAP_USE_XSI_ARRAY_TYPE 

            ) 

        ); 

 

        $soapClient->_cookies = $cookies; 

        $soapClient->__setSoapHeaders(new SoapHeader( 

            'http://fei.org/', 'AuthHeader', 

            array("UserName" => WS_USERNAME, "Language" => 'en') 

        )); 

    } catch (Exception $e) { 

        return false; 

    } 

 

    return $soapClient; 

} 

Finally, the Soap headers are filled with the desired language setting (for the messages send back by 
the FEI web services to the NF application) and a username. This should be the final NF application 
username, the currently logged user in the NF application, such as “sylvain.wolf” for example. Note 
that it will be used for auditing purpose only and will not be used for authorizations. It will help 
identify the person who has made an operation. But it’s not mandatory. For example, in this 
demonstration, we have choose to provide the username of the generic account the NF application in 
the FEI system instead of the username of the specific account of the user in the NF application. 

Note that this identification procedure has been centralized in the horse_ws function, so that it can 
be reused in the successive calls made on the different methods of the Horse web service. 

3.2.6 Matching Process 

After login and authentication are made, we are able to perform the desired operations. In case we 
must register a new horse in the FEI system, we have first to verify that the horse is not already 
present in the FEI database. Indeed, it may be possible that another NF application or the FEI itself 
has previously recorded the horse in the FEI system. That’s why we have to perform a search to 
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ensure that no similar horse exists. As for now, we don’t know the FEI ID of the horse were trying to 
add, we have to make the search on other criteria. 

In this sample, the chosen criteria are the name and the Administering NF of the horse. These are the 
comparison conditions that will be used by the FEI system to find the potential duplicate horses. They 
are passed in the searchForAlt method. 

// Search Horse 

 

// Condition 1 - AnyName 

$condition1 = new stdclass; 

$condition1->Field = 'AnyName'; 

$condition1->Value = $horse['NAME']; 

 

// Condition 2 - AdminNF 

$condition2 = new stdclass; 

$condition2->Field = 'AdminNF'; 

$condition2->Value = 'FRA'; 

 

$conditions = array($condition1, $condition2); 

 

// Call WS 

$response = $soapClient->searchForHorseAlt(array('Conditions' => $conditions)); 

 

if (isset($response->Messages) && isset($response->Messages->Message)) { 

    $err = $response->Messages->Message; 

    return false; 

} 

 

if (is_array($response->searchForHorseAltResult->Horse)) { // Many horses found 

    $err = 'Too many horses found'; 

    return false; 

} else { 

    if (isset($response->searchForHorseAltResult->Horse)) { // Only one horse found 

        $err = 'Horse already exists'; 

        return false; 

    } else { // No horse found 

// Here is performed the addition and registration of the horse 

// (not displayed in this documentation) 

        return true; 

    } 

The method will returns an array of horses if it finds one or more similar horses. Otherwise, it returns 
nothing. This allows the NF application to make the correct decisions, about creating/adding a new 
horse in the FEI database or not. Note that the NF application should also present some special 
screens to the end user when some duplicate horses are found, so that the user can himself take the 
good decisions to reconciliate the horse data of the NF application and the FEI system and make the 
corrections in the good environment. This is not illustrated in this demonstration. 

3.2.7 Adding Process 

If the horse is not already recorded in the FEI database, the NF application has to create the record by 
calling the addHorse method of the Horse web service. 

First, we have to prepare a new object instance (named $horse_new) and set all mandatory and 
optional attributes to the correct values. Note that in this example, some of attributes have been 
hardcoded, but normally they must be replaced by the actual properties values of the NF horse record. 

// Create the HorseNew instance 

$horse_new = new stdclass; 
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$horse_new->BirthName = $horse['NAME']; 

//$horse_new->AdmNFCode = 'FRA'; 

$horse_new->CurrentName = $horse['NAME']; 

$horse_new->CompleteName = $horse['NAME']; 

$horse_new->IsCNSuffix = 1; 

$horse_new->IssuingNFCode = 'FRA'; 

$horse_new->GenderCode = 'F'; 

$horse_new->ColorCode = 'bay'; 

$horse_new->DateBirth = '2000-01-01T00:00:00'; 

$horse_new->IsActive = 1; 

$horse_new->CastratedId = 3; 

$horse_new->IsPony = 0; 

$horse_new->Breed = 'SFA'; 

$horse_new->FEICode = 'FRA16747'; 

$horse_new->FEICodeType = 'P'; 

$horse_new->NatPassport = 'LLLL'; 

$horse_new->OwnerAddress1 = 'RUE LOTHAIRE'; 

$horse_new->OwnerAddress2 = ''; 

$horse_new->OwnerAddress3 = ''; 

$horse_new->OwnerCity = 'METZ'; 

$horse_new->OwnerCountryCode = 'FRA'; 

$horse_new->OwnerDateFrom = '2000-01-01T00:00:00'; 

$horse_new->OwnerName = 'ANTONY ZANETTI'; 

$horse_new->OwnerNationalityCode = 'FRA'; 

$horse_new->OwnerZip = '57000'; 

 

// Add the horse in the FEI DB 

$response1 = $soapClient->addHorse(array('Horse' => $horse_new)); 

if (isset($response1->Messages) && isset($response1->Messages->Message)) { 

    $err = $response1->Messages->Message; 

    print_r($response1); 

    die(); 

    return false; 

} 

Then, this object is passed to the addHorse method. 

The NF application must of course then verify that the operation has been successful and handle the 
all potential errors, or display pertinent messages to the end user so that he knows that the horse has 
not been successfully added to the FEI database and why. This is not illustrated in this demonstration. 

3.2.8 Registration Process 

If the horse has been successfully added to the FEI database, it’s time to proceed to the first 
registration. For this demonstration, we are making a registration (involving the payment fee by year 
and discipline) for the current year and the Jumping discipline (coded with ‘S’). This is done by a call 
to the registerHorse method. 

// Register Horse for the current year in jumping 

$year = date('Y'); 

$response2 = $soapClient->registerHorse(array('HorseFEICode' => $response1->Horse-

>FEICode, 'Year' => $year, 'DisciplineCodes' => array('S'))); 

 

if (isset($response2->Messages) && isset($response2->Messages->Message)) { 

    $err = $response2->Messages->Message; 

    print_r($response2); 

    die(); 

    return false; 

} 

 

// Update database 
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$result = mysql_query(sprintf("UPDATE HORSE SET FEI_ID = '%s', FEI_REG_YEAR=%d, 

FEI_REG_DATE='%s' WHERE ID=%d", $response1->Horse->FEICode, $year, date('Y-m-d'), 

$horse['ID'])); 

 

if (!$result) { 

    return false; 

} 

If the registration is successful, the NF application can update its own horse record to indicate that the 
horse is now already registered for the current year in the Jumping discipline (the fields 
FEI_REG_YEAR and FEI_REG_DATE in the HORSE table). Note that the registerHorse method 
provides the newly generated FEI ID of the horse as result parameter. The NF application has also to 
store this information in its database (the FEI_ID field int the HORSE table), because it is the global, 
public and unique identifier of the horse. This facilitates the NF application work when synchronizing 
horse data with the FEI system. To retrieve the corresponding horse in the FEI system, it’s no more 
necessary to perform one or more searches based on properties criteria and then analyze the results 
obtained to find the correct horse. It will be directly retrieved by performing a getHorse operation and 
the resulting horse will be unique. 

3.2.9 Synchronization Process 

The synchronization can occur when the NF application tries to renew the registration of a horse, that 
implies that the horse is already stored in the FEI system, has a previous registration, and also that 
the NF application knows already about its FEI ID. 

It is possible that meantime, the FEI has made some corrections to the horse in the FEI database. 

The NF application should refresh its own data by quering the FEI web services. This is done by a call 
to the getHorse method, providing the FEI ID in parameter. 

// Call se method 

$response = $soapClient->getHorse(array('HorseFEICode' => $horse['FEI_ID'])); 

 

// Check messages, if set there is an error 

if (isset($response->Messages) && isset($response->Messages->Message)) { 

    $err = $response->Messages->Message; 

    return false; 

} 

 

// Check horse name and birth date 

$fei_horse = $response->getHorseResult; 

if ($fei_horse->CurrentName != $horse['NAME'] || substr($fei_horse->DateBirth, 0, 

10) != $horse['BIRTH']) { 

 

    // Update Database from the FEI data 

    $result = mysql_query(sprintf("UPDATE HORSE SET NAME='%s', FEI_CHECK_DATE='%s' 

WHERE ID=%d", $fei_horse->CurrentName, date('Y-m-d'), $horse['ID'])); 

 

    if (!$result) { 

        return false; 

    } 

} 

The NF application received a fresh copy of the horse and may decide which fields need to be 
updated, for example the current name of the horse and its date of birth. 
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3.2.10 Renewal Process 

When the horse is synchronized in the NF application, it is time to renew its registration, if this is the 
will of the end user. 

The NF performs the renewal by calling the registerHorse method, the same way it is done in the 
Registration process. 

// Register Horse for the current year in jumping 

$year = date('Y'); 

$response = $soapClient->registerHorse(array('HorseFEICode' => $horse['FEI_ID'], 

'Year' => $year, 'DisciplineCodes' => array('S'))); 

 

if (isset($response->Messages) && isset($response->Messages->Message)) { 

    $err = $response->Messages->Message; 

    return false; 

} 

 

// Update database 

$result = mysql_query(sprintf("UPDATE HORSE SET FEI_REG_YEAR=%d, FEI_REG_DATE='%s' 

WHERE ID=%d", $year, date('Y-m-d'), $horse['ID'])); 

 

if (!$result) { 

    return false; 

} 

The only difference is that it is no more necessary to retrieve the FEI ID of the horse, because it is 
already known by the NF application. 

Of course, the NF application must handle errors and warnings when performing such actions. For 
example, if the registration has already been done in the FEI system, the web method may return a 
warning. It’s also possible that the registration/renewal flow requires that some fields of the horse are 
correctly filled before the registration/renewal operation may be performed. In that case, the web 
method may return an error. This is not illustrated in this demonstration. 
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